
From October 2016 to March 2017, I prepared and curated an exhibition for the Anderson Collection, a 
museum of modern and contemporary American art in Stanford, California. The exhibit, “Abstraction 
and the Movies,” took inspiration from film critic Manny Farber and my art history professor Alexander 
Nemerov, with whom I developed the exhibition. I chose posters and film stills from a range of movies 
(50s Hollywood musicals, La La Land, Studio Ghibli, Anna Karina, and John Cassavetes, to name a few) 
and hung them up next to the works of Abstract Expressionist artists like Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, 
Helen Frankenthaler, Willem De Kooning, Joan Mitchell, Morris Louis, and others. I wrote the wall 
labels, explaining why I had paired this movie with that painting. The exhibition opened in conjunction 
with Nemerov’s Winter 2017 course on Abstract Expressionism. Slated to run for only three weeks, it 
proved so popular that it was extended by three months. KQED Arts listed it as one of their must-see arts 
events in the Bay Area in the month of April, link: https://tinyurl.com/yd9v9k9s, and the late David 
Wiegand of the San Francisco Chronicle highlighted it on his regular weekly radio show “The Do-List.”  
Here is the introductory text I wrote for the exhibition: 

“This exhibition pairs and compares movies and paintings from the early to mid-twentieth century. 
Primarily American, but with forays into Japan, France, and the United Kingdom, the movies span the 

classical Hollywood period—from 1927, which marked the introduction of sound in movies, to 1967, the 
influential releases of Bonnie and Clyde and The Graduate, which signaled dramatic stylistic and 

thematic changes in American popular cinema. The companion paintings are drawn from the abstract 
works in the Anderson Collection. 

“What happens when a movie is put in dialogue with a painting? Ideally, something new is unearthed and 
activated in the artwork. The movies and paintings reflect the moods of the times, conveying what people 
thought and felt. But they are also stand-alone works, meant to be contemplated beyond the era in which 

they were made. Unexpected angles reveal fresh visions of what these works were and are. 

“This exhibition, openly personal—based on my love of and experience with movies—offers my 
perspective on the meeting of painting and film. 

 

Vincente Minnelli’s Some Came Running (1958) 

Paired with Mark Rothko's Pink and White Over Red (1957). 

Minnelli’s art, like Rothko’s, aimed to project emotion on a grand scale, but Minnelli’s canvas was a 
wider screen in glorious Technicolor. Minnelli was a window-dresser and Broadway theater director 
before moving to Hollywood in 1943 to work for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. There, he built up an eclectic 
oeuvre: escapist musicals, brooding melodramas, and satires of the American Dream. 

Minnelli also had a passionate love affair with the color red. In Meet Me in St. Louis, Judy Garland’s 
rouge lips scream as she pines for “The Boy Next Door.” In An American in Paris, Gene Kelly’s cherry-
red pinstripe suit lights up the final Gershwin ballet. In Some Came Running, crimson carnival lights flash 
on and off in the shocking finale. Minnelli Red always signals a switch into abstract fire and fury that 
goes beyond character and plot, reveling in its own vibrancy, hedonism and human angst. 

John Cassavetes’s Faces (1968) 

Paired with Jackson Pollock’s Lucifer (1947) 

If any cinematic expressions could echo Pollock’s innovations in painting, they’d be Cassavetes’s. His 
wild, volatile approach to acting and cinematography was like none that had come before him—or since. 



In 1959 he established himself with Shadows, a film borne out of improvisational exercises he conducted 
with students at his New York acting school. Touching on jazz, interracial love, and the struggles of being 
a young and poor bohemian, it completely reimagined how a narrative film should look and move. 

Another nine years passed before Cassavetes’s next innovation, Faces. Shot on and off over a five-year 
period on grainy 16mm film, Faces follows the collapse of a middle-class marriage through a night of 
drinking, dancing, and desperation that leads to attempts at suicide. Here, the camera is constantly out of 
focus, the sound scratchy and home-movie-ish, the acting helicopter-blade-like and unhinged. 
 
 

Damien Chazelle’s La La Land (2016) 
Paired with Wayne Thiebaud's Candy Counter (1962). Another film I considered pairing up with the 
Thiebaud was The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962, John Ford). 
 
An eerie nostalgia guides the structures of both Candy Counter and La La Land. An creeping emptiness 
infuses Thiebaud’s store: no shopkeeper, no customers, half-empty trays, excessive globs of paint that 
emphasize the material artifice. His is a frozen snapshot of a long-gone memory. He refuses to give the 
memory up, even though time has expired and holding on turns into desperation. 
 
Damien Chazelle’s postmodern musical similarly shows the unattainability of a faded past, and the 
director’s (ig)noble attempt to capture it. The young, trendy heroes—a jazz pianist and a actress—want to 
live in a world of their own making. They yearn to return to the time when jazz, movies and Los Angeles 
“meant something.” Chazelle’s images reflect (hence, critique) this mindset. The musical is full of harsh 
jewel tones (vertigo-inducing greens and unchanging purple skies) that indicate romantic narcissism gone 
wild; after the first diverse number aboard a busy Los Angeles freeway ("Another Day of Sun"), the 
musical numbers are gradually emptied of people, until we arrive at a mental space similar to that of 
Thiebaud's candy counter: the curiously hollowed Epilogue of "what if?"s, a bright history crinkled and 
frozen with age. 
 
Both works arrive at similar conclusions: the nostalgic pursuit of the past is fraught with peril. 
 
 

Jean-Luc Godard’s Pierrot le Fou (1965) 
Paired with Willem De Kooning's Woman Standing—Pink (1954-55). My original choice for this was the 
opening scene of Samuel Fuller's The Naked Kiss (1964). 
 
Pierrot le Fou, a jes' joshin' film from the maverick French director Jean-Luc Godard, stars his wife, 
Anna Karina, as a murderous, fun-loving babysitter on the run from right-wing terrorists. In Godard’s 
freewheeling early period (1959-67), Karina played the off-beat center of such films as A Woman is a 
Woman (1961) and Band of Outsiders (1964). Karina’s presence gave three-dimensionality and 
conviction to Godard’s homages to Hollywood, which always teeter on being swallowed up by their own 
navel-gazing cleverness. 
 
In one of Pierrot’s definitive images, Karina wields a pair of scissors and snips them across the screen. It 
is a moment of female defiance—of her husband/director, of the male gaze, and of the familiarity of 
Hollywood narrative cinema (the shot calling attention to its own artifice). 
 
Karina’s paradox is that of De Kooning’s subject: a woman both free and boxed-in, both resistant to the 
gaze and centered to be looked at, by a male artist who may or may not be sympathetic to her self. 



 
Richard Lester’s Robin and Marian (1976) 
Paired with Willem De Kooning's Untitled V (1986). 
 
Compared to the wildness of De Kooning’s 1950s women, Untitled V is unusually tempered. Here, near 
the end of his life and battling Alzheimer’s, De Kooning scaled down the half-representative jazziness of 
his female subject to a half-cubistic rendering of her face in profile, her eyes shut in melancholy, all hints 
of form ultimately dissolving into a series of elegant swoops. The warm yellows and oranges give the 
painting a hushed, melancholic feel. It is an elegy, but of what? 
 
Perhaps Richard Lester can provide an answer. In Robin and Marian, a visibly aging Audrey Hepburn 
plays Maid Marian, who reunites with her beloved Robin Hood (Sean Connery) after a lifetime apart. 
Lester uses slow camera movement, a lush string score, and naturalistic acting styles to convey Robin and 
Marian’s (Connery’s and Hepburn’s) mortality. The movie is a marked departure from Lester’s usual 
style, a smorgasbord of jump cuts, in-camera tricks and zany comic fun. Yet even in its melancholic tone, 
Robin and Marian is just as much a Lester film as A Hard Day’s Night. 

 
Richard Lester’s A Hard Day’s Night (1964) 
Paired with Robert Motherwell's Italian Summer (1963). 
 
In 1963, the year of Italian Summer, the Beatles were ready to burst onto Motherwell's Atlantic coast. 
Two hit albums in England (Please Please Me and With the Beatles), a smattering of hit singles (“She 
Loves You,” “I Want to Hold Your Hand”), and an appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show quickly 
cemented their hold on the world in February 1964. To cash in on what was widely perceived to be a fad, 
United Artists hired Richard Lester, an American television director and lover of surrealism, to direct 
their motion-picture debut, A Hard Day’s Night. 
 
Lester, rejecting all cliché, made a revolutionary movie to stand the test of time. He pioneered a system of 
rhythmic film editing that bore strong influence on music videos to come. Like Motherwell’s wave, 
Lester’s film is ethically committed to a noble artistic ideal: that kinetics themselves—the youthful 
impulse to move, the rejection of stasis—can be harnessed, for even a split second, to sublime effect. 
 
 

Charles Laughton’s The Night of the Hunter (1955) 
Paired with Robert Motherwell's Wall Painting No. IV (1955). 
 
On the spiritual importance of mid-20th century American art, Motherwell writes: “Modern painters have 
taken art matters into their own hands, decided for themselves what art is, what its subjects are to be, and 
how they are to be treated.” He talks of modern art’s “ethical consciousness,” its defiance of familiarity or 
instant significance, its handling of modern problems in atypical forms. 
 
Motherwell’s theories are put into action by two mid-1950s American artworks: his Wall Painting, and 
Charles Laughton’s Expressionist horror film The Night of the Hunter (1955). In the painting, Motherwell 
depicts the clash that occurs when swaths of black, white, and brown attempt to gain control of an even 
pictorial space. A similar clash of personalities occurs in the Laughton film, where a serial-killing 
preacher (Robert Mitchum in a role of terrifying proportions) stalks two Southern children and their 
widowed mother. From its bizarre, writhingly Gothic look (a bedroom that look like a jagged bordello-
temple-dollhouse—really, an unparalleled look in classic American cinema) to Mitchum’s 
psychologically complex villain, Hunter is gravely concerned with understanding the complex nature of 



evil in its purest form: grotesque yet somehow seductive. What are the ethical implications of such a 
rendering of evil? 
 
 

Blake Edwards’s The Days of Wine and Roses (1962) 
Paired with Philip Guston's The Tale (1962). 
 
The glob-happy, dark jumble of paint in The Tale seems to channel the mood of Days of Wine and Roses, 
Blake Edwards’s exposé of American middle-class alcoholism, and an anomaly in the director’s 
otherwise light, cheerful oeuvre of slapstick comedies (Breakfast at Tiffany's, the Pink Panther capers 
with Peter Sellers). The scariest scene occurs in a greenhouse, where, in a desperate attempt to find a gin 
bottle he has misplaced, Jack Lemmon’s character overturns, smashes, and breaks every potted plant in 
the nursery, screaming “Who took it?” over the sounds of a raging rainstorm. Once Lemmon and the 
bottle are reunited—in a scene of infantile regression, as Lemmon sucks the gin up in a pool of mud— the 
romantic lightness of the film’s first half has been completely layered over. Similarly, the gloomy grays 
and blacks of Guston’s canvas snuff out its initial layers of soft pink, orange, and red. 
 
Guston wanted to de-skill himself, purging abstraction from his system, returning to a primal form of 
figuration. Perhaps he envied the weird intensity of a narrative film like Days of Wine and Roses, whose 
vulgarity exposes Hollywood's bourgeois tastes. Indeed, one can read a tale in The Tale as disturbing as 
Edwards': from ice-cream cone to gin-bottle to coffin. 
 
 

Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 
Paired with Adolph Gottlieb's Transfiguration III (1958). 
 
A hint of terror lurks beneath the surface of Gottlieb’s canvas (1958) and Kubrick’s 2001: A Space 
Odyssey (1968). In the painting, the chaos and hysteria of the black mass conveys some sort of desperate 
urge to escape the holy red orb’s path. (The mortals in awe or fear of the Son of God?) In the film’s 
psychedelic finale, the hero astronaut turns to jelly in the “Star Gate,” an extra-sensory dimension that 
defies all human understandings of form and temporality. Both works suggest obsession with the wonder 
and horror of the unknown. In an era of political assassination, nuclear threat, and the unpopular war in 
Vietnam, Kubrick and Gottlieb each nailed the fear inherent in otherworldly experience. 
 
John Cassavetes’s Minnie and Moskowitz (1971) 
Paired with Joan Mitchell's Before, Again IV (1986). 
 
A shrub of wildflowers pops in and out of Before, Again IV. Mitchell evokes the density of a thick 
bouquet through her grand brushstrokes. Rivulets of paint like raindrops twirl down for dramatic effect. 
 
A romantic comedy similarly weaves in and out of the filmic shrubbery of Minnie and Moskowitz. John 
Cassavetes’ most brazenly optimistic work, a tribute to and critique of the American screwball comedies 
of the 1930s, stars his wife Gena Rowlands and friend Seymour Cassel as two mismatched partners who 
defy “rom-com” typage. Cassavetes’s choppy, emotion-heavy style is perfectly grooved to depict the 
passions that pervade a new love affair. 
 
But beyond the muscular kook, something more sinister lurks beneath both works. The sheer brute force 
of Mitchell’s brushstrokes, the wild dollops of red, hints at a sort of shaky violence. Likewise, the whimsy 
of the Minnie-Moskowitz romance is clouded by ephemerality. Rowlands and Cassel would “reprise” 



their roles thirteen years later in Love Streams (1984), Cassavetes’ final masterwork, in which two similar 
characters divorce. 
 
 

Robert Altman’s The Long Goodbye (1973) 

Paired with Richard Diebenkorn's Ocean Park #60 (1973). 
 
Diebenkorn’s Ocean Park series evokes life in Los Angeles—perhaps from the perspective of one of its 
cool beaches in the afternoon. The crisscrossing lines shivering in the margins feel like L.A.’s confusingly 
plotted grid system, which makes little sense even to native Angelenos. 
 
Fifteen miles north of Ocean Park, Santa Monica, sits the Malibu beachhouse where most of Robert 
Altman’s hilariously offbeat neo-noir The Long Goodbye was filmed. As played by Elliott Gould, 
Raymond Chandler’s detective, Philip Marlowe, is less concerned with solving the mystery of his friend’s 
murdered wife than he is with finding food for his missing cat. 
 
Diebenkorn’s shaky gridlines and muted baby-blues evoke Altman’s signature style: a chatter-filled 
soundscape, a drifting and circular plot, and languid zooms zeroing in on the protagonist adrift in a sea of 
people. Diebenkorn’s and Altman’s works were riffing off the same melody: a city built upon ideas of 
urban haze and sprawl. 
 
 

Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960) 
Paired with Clyfford Still's 1957-J No. 1 (PH-142) (1957). 

 
Note: Though I like this Psycho comparison on an art-historical level, I really wish I had paired the Still 
with the first film that immediately, intuitively came to mind: Elaine May's Mikey and Nicky from 1976 (a 
similarly abrasive masterpiece of immense scale, capturing the peeling-wall corruption of 70s-NYC in all 
its inglory). 
 
As time marches on, boundary-breaking art has the tendency to pass from revulsion to reverence. What 
may have once inspired outrage and fury can switch, within a lifetime, to lavish praise and canonization. 
But just because a larger community is willing to accept a challenging artwork does not mean it loses its 
force. 
 
Case in point: Still’s big paintings and Hitchcock’s Psycho. Still’s strong, independent style—his “hot 
and dry” colors, his conscious move away from anything implying European gentility and classical 
elegance—offended many. Even Clement Greenberg, the great critical champion of Abstract 
Expressionism, disliked Still’s works when he first saw them. Likewise, with his 1960 thriller-horror, 
Hitchcock made many critical enemies with his embrace of a low-budget TV look, perverse twists, and an 
appeal to mass spectacle. In the US, only film critic Andrew Sarris immediately recognized Hitchcock's 
artistry. 
 
And yet in spite of their modern-day acceptance, Still’s and Hitchcock’s works inspire a blood-curdling 
effect. They remain fresh in their ability to shock. 

 



Poster for John Boorman’s Point Blank (1967) 
Paired with Helen Frankenthaler's Approach (1962). 
 
The poster for the gloriously bizarre 1967 thriller Point Blank presents the movie in abstracted form: a 
pileup of limbs, torsos, gams, guns, brown suits and (most disturbing of all) a disembodied hand 
stretching out from a purple backdrop. An ugly tagline matches the vicious visuals: “There are two kinds 
of people in his up-tight world: his victims and his women. And sometimes you can’t tell them apart.” 
The film’s antihero (Lee Marvin) foregrounds our attention, directing us away from the chaotic traffic jam 
behind him—a jam he seems to have caused. 
 
The American commercial movie is burdened with plot. But the Point Blank poster and, to a much greater 
extent, Helen Frankenthaler’s canvas are not. One could even say there is a continuous shedding of form 
with each purifying state: from movie, to poster, to Approach. 
 
 

Jacques Demy 
Paired with Morris Louis' Pendulum (1954). 
 
Jacques Demy’s manic-depressive musical worlds and Morris Louis’s veil paintings are hauntingly 
delicate, priding a mix of the unplanned and the predetermined. Louis’s designs are fresh and unique—
they cannot be replicated. He never left instructions on how he crafted his canvases, whose acrylic 
medium spreads in a spontaneous yet controlled manner. 
 
Demy takes up a similar attitude in his lyrical debut Lola. It concerns the titular strip-tease dancer, feeling 
her way through the tricky worlds of romance and loneliness in the French coastal town of Nantes. The 
shoestring budget made impossible Demy’s original vision of a Technicolor musical. Instead, he made a 
“musical without music,” merging the scrappiness of a French New Wave flick and the gaiety of 
Minnelli’s Hollywood musicals. Like Demy’s later masterpieces The Umbrellas of Cherbourg and The 
Young Girls of Rochefort, it is a film interested in the coincidences that creep into set plans. 

 
Isao Takahata’s Grave of the Fireflies (1988) 
Paired with Mark Rothko's Untitled (Black on Gray) (1969). 
 
In Isao Takahata’s haunting anime, brother Seita and sister Setsuko are caught in the middle of World 
War II. The opening scenes show them losing their mother during a fire-bomb attack by American B-29 
aircraft. Seita visits her in the hospital; her flesh is burned off, only pus-filled redness left, her body 
festered with maggots from the summer heat. Seita cannot bear to look, but he is forced to; he must 
identify her. 
 
Like Rothko’s black-gray divide (painted a year before his suicide), Takahata’s animated frames build 
with feverish intensity. The night scenes in particular are immaculately rendered: glowing grass below, 
miles of dark sky above. In both, the hysteria grows the longer the eye lingers into the black abyss. When 
Setsuko looks up to the sky, in a manner recalling Francisco Goya's unforgettable Dog (1820) in need of 
an answer that explains their existential misery, she becomes spiritually tied to something otherworldly. 
 
Both Rothko and Takahata used a hushed melodrama to address moments of spiritual crisis: To whom do 
we turn in the face of utter despair? 
 
 



Howard Hawks’s The Big Sleep (1946) 
Paired with Mark Tobey's Window (1953). 
 
Film critic Manny Farber always cited Hawks as an exemplar of his beloved “termite art.” As defined by 
Farber in his signature essay, “White Elephant Art vs. Termite Art,” the latter is “buglike immersion in a 
small area without point or aim, and, over all, concentration on nailing down one moment without 
glamorizing it.” Farber thought Hawks was the epitome of termite-ism: that is, art that “goes always 
forward eating its own boundaries, and, likely as not, leaves nothing in its path other than the signs of 
eager, industrious, unkempt activity.” We might find termite art abounding in a performance (Kyle 
Chandler’s hushed, papa-bear gentleness in Manchester by the Sea, an otherwise exemplar piece of White 
Elephant Art) or an entire collection of work (items as diverse as the performances of Edward Everett 
Horton, the Beach Boys’ early 1960s singles about surfin’ and girls, or the first three seasons of 
SpongeBob SquarePants). Termite art, according to Farber, works under an attitude of unpretentiousness, 
quietude, refusing to boast of an accomplishment well done. 
 
The Big Sleep and Window are two key examples of termite art. Hawks’s movie, starring Humphrey 
Bogart and Lauren Bacall, sports an eccentric, convoluted plot which, as Farber quips, “winds as 
crazily as a Greenwich Village street and involves so many secondary crimes and criminals that 
figuring it out makes you faint.” But out of the confusion arises a deftly rendered gangster-prose with 
an essentially comic tone. Hawks’ cinema loves linkage and networks of people, and it shows in 
every one of his vivid supporting actors. 

Tobey covers his human-scaled painting with intricate, obsessive designs in casein, each stroke with 
its own jittery personality. Like Hawks’ pictures, Tobey makes very few claims of grandeur. Tobey’s 
smallness — set against the (one could argue) showboating melodrama of Rothko and Pollock — 
gives Window its termite appeal. 


